
OPEN CALL FOR EVS VOLUNTEER
 in Czech Republic

The organization is Zakladni skola a materska skola in a city Staré Mesto

For the project that is already approved we are looking for a volunteer who wants to learn how to work with 
children at the age from 6 till 15, or with younger children. This EVS project will take part in primary schools. 
Although it is connected with formal educational system, volunteers will be working with children mainly in 
their leisure time, in the afternoon school club. The volunteer will be working together with another volunteer 
from France that has already been chosen. 
Working tasks:
- preparing short activities for breaks or free time between lessons
- helping with after school tutoring
- preparing some workshops for school clubs
- helping young children with moving in the school
- preparing different events
- helping with the programme in kindergarten with children at the age from 3 years old.

Project description

Accommodation, food 
and transport

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS 29th JULY 2016!

If you are interested, send us an email with your CV and motivation letter. Please answer these questions:                                          
1. Why did you decide to apply?

2. What can you offer?
3. What would you like to learn?

Send your CV and motivation letter to programi@zavod-voluntariat.si

Accommodation will be in school dormitories, where each volunteer will have his/her own room with standard 
equipment and also with internet connection. 
Volunteers can have all day meal in dormitories or they can eat also in the school. There is always a possibility 
to heat the food or go for a menu to a restaurant. 
Volunteers will get travel card for public transport, all costs connected to work will be covered.

Training during the 
project

We are looking for volunteers who are motivated to learn and especially who want to learn how to work with 
children. We don’t have any other preferences. Volunteers must be older than 18 years.
According to the approved project the volunteers should be from the distance area 0 - 500 km from Ostrava - 
the city where our coordinating organisation is located.

Duration : 15/08/2016 To:31/07/2017


